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ABSTRACT

A study of the magnetic properties of the hexagonal $-phase

or iron germaniurn was carried out in an attempt to resolve some of the

conflicts which existed in the literature.

Three polycrystalline samples were Brepared. containing enriched

iron a:rd l/lössbauer measurements were carried out from 4.2 K to above

the Curie temperature. The results obtaíned consisted. of several

broadened overlapping spectra and. it was felt that more information was

required to obtain a unique interpretation.

A single crystal was then grown with composition Ful.6ZG"

It was found to have an easy magnetization plane in the basal plane and

a hard direction along the c-axis. Aligned Mössbauer absorbers were

mad.e with the c-axis in the absorber plane and. with the c-axis per-

pend.icular to the absorber plane. Measurements in applied fields of up

to 50 kOe gave spectra wíth considerably inproved resolution.

The spectra ïyere fitted initially assuming three component síx-

line spectra and the hyperfine field was fognd. to be anisotropic.

Values of electric field. gradient and isomer shift were determined for

the three component sPectra.

I\flagnetization and. x-ray measurements were also carried out and

gave results in agreement with those obtained for polycrystalline salnples.

Previous results for the ß-phase had. been interpreted. on the

basis of two different models for the d.istribution of atoms. TLre

IVlössbauer spectra and x-ray d.iffraction patterns ïuere foirnd to favour

the model in which iron atoms were on two sites on1y. Proposals by pre-

vious authors that the atomic spins were canted were rejected. on the basis

of the measurements in applied fields.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCT]ON

1.1 General

The ß-phase of iron germaniua has been the subject of inves-

tigation and controversy during the last twenty years especially with

regard to its magnetic properties. There is a large number of conflicting

ex¡rerimental results and in turn interpretations d.iffer widely. It was

hoped that by carrying our magnetization and lVtrossbauer measurements backed.

up by x-ray analysis over a wide range of temperatures and making use of

an applied. magnetic field a consistent ínterpretation of the experimental

results might be obtaíned. Tkre following chapters report on this study.

A review of the results obtained. by other investigators is given in this

chapter, several of them will be considered again later in comparison with

the results obtained in this study.

L.2 Phase diagram

The existence of the B-region in the phase d.iagram of the iron-

gerrranium system was first reported by Hansen (f) in 1?58 on the basis of

work d.one by Ruttewit and. lvlasing ( 2 ). The crystal structure' ïuas deter-

mined to be 882 (NirÏn)(ll).by Laves and Wallbaum (l) also by

Castelliz (4). The first magnetic investigation was reported by Yasukochi

Kanematsu and Ohoyama (:) wfro carried out magnetization measurements as a

firnction of temperature ând found the ß-phase to be ferromagnetic.

Since that time papers have appeared reporting further phase

diagram refinements based. on magnetízation and x-ray measurements. The

phase diagram now generally accepted. as far as the ß-phase is concerned. was

17
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reported by Kanematsu and Ohoyama (6) and it is reproduced in figure 1.1.

It can be seen that extreme mernbers of the phase 1ie at atoríc compo-

sitions coïrespond.ing to FerGe and F"t.5ft while at a eomposition

corresponding to Fer}e, the phase extends to temperatures up to the

nelting point of = 12009;C. It can also be seen that the neighbouring

phase at higher iron concentration is a mixture of Ê- and hexagonal

e-phase Fe.Ge. Thre other neighbour is a narrow ùixed phase of ß- and.-J

¡-phase which is a modificatj-on of ß.

I.3 Crystal Structure

X-ray diffraction lines from B-phase samþles may be ind.exed

assuming a hexagonal B8Z structure (33). Picnometiic density measurementÈ

indicate approximateLy 2 foimula units per unit cell for FexGé (7).

There.,-are three different sites, the unit cell contaíning two of each.

2/3, L/3, I/4, and 2(c) at I/3, 2/3, L/4 anð,2,/3, Ili, 3/4. The lattice para-
o __ .. ..,

meteis o¡taine¿ vary over the composition range as-foltowsi á = 3199 A to
ooo

/r.O/, L and..c = 4.99 A to 5.02 A giving an axíal ratio of I.25.

In ord.er to d.etermine the distribution of atoms over the available

sites, Kanematsu assumed. a model as follows. Ttre gerrngnium atoms go

onto the 2(c) sites. Then the iron atoms fill first the 2(a) sites a:rd

then the 2(d) sites. Thus if there are two formula units per unit ce1f,

both the 2(c) and the 2(a) sítes willbe ful1y occupiedwith gerrnanium and

iron atoms respectively, rrhereas the 2(d) sites will contain j-ron atoms

ald vacancies. lllihere density measurements indicated. deviations from

exactly 2 formula units per unit cell any 2(c) sites remaining unfilled
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with gemanium atoms would be filled with iron atoms. Alternatively

ar¡y remaining gerrna¡rium after the 2( c ) sites were filled would go onto

the 2(a) sites. Kanematsurs x-ray intensities calculated. on the basis

of this mod.el are in good agreement with the observed intensities as are

those of Adelson and Austin (I) for the same model. Threy were also

able to reject several alternative postulates for atorLic d.istribution. Ttre

above d.istribution of atoms is now generally accepted but has recently

been called into doubt by DaniBls et al (9) wtro, ¡nable to fit their

Mössbauer spectra on the basis of two iron positions, propose that the

2(a) sites a1.e filled with Íron and the remaining iron and gerrnaníum

atoms are distributed on'both the 2(d) and 2(c) sites leaving vacancies

on both. Unfortunately they do not calculate diffracted x-ray inten-

sities predicted by their mode1.

Laue photographs of síngle crystals have been made by several

authors (g-ff) and there appears to be some evidence for small distortion.

I.4 lVlagnetic Moments

TLrere is wide disparity alnong assigrunents of magnetie moments to

the iron atoms within the unit cell by different authors.

Kanematsu (fZ) Ae¿uced magnetic moments from magnetization data.

He measured. magnetization as a furrction of temperature for samples over

a ra-nge of compositions and deduced the saturated ferromagnetic moment

extrapolated. to OoK. From the slope of the inverse susceptibility above

the Curi-e temperature he obtained the para:nagnetic moment. Thre results

he obtained are aì¡erage values for the two sites but from the way in

which these moments change with increasing occupancy of the 2(d) sites,

values of magnetie moment can be assigned. to the atoms on the two d.ifferent

..:¡-,:51'-"¡;.ri : :\-. ti
l '' ¡1. . '.'

li:.': - .

., i':.1::'
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sites. His results are shor¡rrn in table 1.1. (In ttre case of paramagnetic

moments, values of gs are given instead or gfis*lf for ease of com-

parison with the ferromagnetic moments). The d.ifference between the

ferromagnetic and. paralnagnetic moments on the 2(a) sites caused Kanematsu

to propose a model in whích the 2(a) sites had half the spins j.n one

direction and the other half almost in the opposite direction while the

2(d) site spins were almost para1le1. Thre experimental values contradicted

an earlier pred.ictíon by Kanematsu (f3) tfre results of which are also

shor¡¡r. Atomic spins were deduced. by consid.ering co-valent bonds formed

by hybridized orbitals in an apþlication of the ideas of Goodenough (14).

Neutron diffraction experíments have also been carried out in an

atternpt to deduce the atomic spins. Thre room temperature values are

also shourn in table 1.1. Katsuraki (fO) an¿ Forsythe and Brown (1t)

carried out measurements on single crystals using the polarized. neutron

technique. Tkre neutron diffraction experiments of Adelson and Austin (8)

were carried out on both single crystals and. powdered. polycrystalline ' -

samples.

From table 1.1 it can be seen that there is little agreement

among magnetization and neutron diffraction data even as to which site

has the greater nagnetic moment. For this reason a mrmber of investi-

gators carried out Mössbauer measr:rements.

I.5 Mössbauer Effect Measurements

Tkre first Mössbauer speetrum was reported. by Yamamoto ( U ) in

1965 wlno measured Fut.6'ft at 77K. He analyzed the spectrum assuming

three different h¡rperfine fields, one for the 2(a) sites with the greatest

intensity and the other two for the 2( d ) sites with smaller intensity but

:.i:.-...,.:

i:::: ..

::i :1 .,ii
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TABLE 1.1

I\ilagnetic moments attributed to the 2(a) and. 2(d) sites in
Bohr magnetons-

2(a) 2( d)

Kanematsu (t2) experimental 
tf 0'8 2'8
n 2.O 3.O

Kanematsu ( r3 ) tneoretical 
-p 

2.o 1.O

Ka tsuraki ( 10 ) 1.56 + 0.10 o.53 + 0.2o

Forsythe an¿ Brown (11) I.4. + 0.1 L.9 + 0.1

Adelson and Austin (8) 1.30 + 0.10 1.10 + 0.10
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larger h¡rperfine fields. Tire poor resolution did not permit determination

of the quadrupole splitting of the component spectra. He could o.ffer no

clear explanation for the two hytrlerfÍne fields on the 2(d) sites.

Fatséas and Lecocor (t6) were the next to publish a Mössbauer

spectrum. They chose the composition F"l.rG". Unfortunately the low

iron members of the series have even less well resolved component spectra

than the higher iron content ¡nernbers, and the two component six-line

spectra fit d.oes not now appear realistíc.

Next Germagnoli et al (f7) pu¡lished results on samples rangíng

from F"t.5k to F"t.6gG" in which they concentrated on the outside

parts of the spectra from which they obtained two h¡rperfine fields.

Ttrey did not attempt analysis of the whole spectrum.

Fatséas et al (tB) sfrow spectra for four samples over the com-

poistion range F"t.5ft to F"t.9ft measured. at room temperature. The

spectra were fitted assumÍng the hyperfine field. to depend. upon the mrmber

of iron neighbours near each site. The intensíty of each component

spectrum is obtained. assumíng a binoraial distribution of atoms on the

sites and consistent fits appear to be obtained. to all four spectra.

Finally Daniels et a1 (9) show spectra for five samples from F"f.,gGê

to F"t.99k which they fit assurning three component spectra. They also

report measuïements with an applied field of r3.5K0e in the Y-ray direction

with aligned absorbers so that the applied field is perpendicular to the

crystallographic c-axis. TLrey claim to observe canting ang-lss of 90o for

one of their three sites and they obtain very surprising changes in

h¡rperfine field when they apply the magnetic field for which they offer

no explanation.
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I.6 ,Anisotropy measurements

Three investigators have reported anisotropy measurements.

Katsuraki (fO) found that the c-axis was a hard magnetizatÍon direction

from magne.tic torque measurements. He was rrnable to observe any anisotropy

in the basal plane. Ttris result was corroborated by fawara (19) wfio

obtained a value of anisotropy constant:

A_?
-9 x 10" erg. cm-'

Becker and. Symes attempted. to observe anisotropy in the basal
i

. plane by grinding a polycrystalline sample so that each particle was a

small single crystal. These particles were then aligned. in an,applied

magrretie field and the orientation ïvas checked using x-ray diffraction.
l

i ffrey do not however describe the x=ïa$ diffraction results in detail but

they estimate the basal plane anisotropy at 77oK as:

/. _2
> L.5 x 10* erg. em '

L.7 Prel-iminary Conclusions

Ttre following areas ïvere identified in which further work would

help to clarify the contradictory erperimental position.

i ) It was suspected that some of the differences in results,

for example Mössbauer spectra, arose from d-ifferences in

the actual samples either from the affects of impurities

or from slight differences in form resulting from d-íf-

ferent heat treatments. consequently it was realized, that

the effects of different heat treatments should be in-

vestigated.

ì: ::
i :: ::':
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ii) The temperature range over which Mössbauer measurements

had been carried out was somewhat restricted. and. it was

felt that there might be a temperature at wtrich the component

spectra lüere more easily resolved. It was therefore in-

dicated that measurements should. be carried. out over as

wide a range as possible from above the Curie temperature

d.ovm to /+.2"K.

iii) In such a complex structure it was thought,that the

statistics of published spectra were too poor to allow

spurious fits to be ruled. out and it was consequently

considered worthwhile to prepare samples containing en-

riched iron.

iv) It was consid.ered. that the application of a stronger

magnetic field than had been available to other investi-

gators would. provide more i-nformation about the complex

system and it was d.ecid.ed to make use of the available

50 tCIe supercond.ucting magnet.

v) It was considered useful to have single crystals available

both for checking magnetization results in view of the high

r:niaxial an-isotropy and also for making Mössbauer absorbers

with the crystallographic axes in knor¡¡n d.irections.
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CHAPTER 2

SAMPLE PREPÁT.ATION

2.I lvtrethod of Preparation

To prepare polychrystalline samples, stoichiometric amourrts of

, iron sponge (99.999f,) and germaniurn powder (gg.ggg/') were weighed out.

i Reduction of the íron was carried out by heating to 700oC while main-

tatnang a flow of hyd.rogen gas. The iron and gerrnanium were then thor-
:

, oqhly mixed. and pressed into a pellet using a hard.ened steel d.ie. The

ì pellet was placed in a vicor tube and filled wíth, typically, * 100 nrn

Hg of Argon, so that at the temperature of the subsequent heat treatment
i

r the pressure would be = 760 mm Hg. The tubes were then sealed. off.

Heat treatment was carried out in a 4.5 kW tube furnace manufactured by

Ttre Sentry Company, the temperature being controlled. \¡rith a percentage

time switch and. measured. using a Pf/Pf-L)f" Rh thermocouple and a

, Leeds and Northrup potentiometer. TLris enabled the temperature to be

r

maintained to within + 2OoC over a period. of a few days.

For each composition two samples were mad.e, one of mass : I g

Ë,ñ
containing natural iron ( 2/o t'Fe ) and the other of mass = 100 mg

F'17

I "ontaining 
isotopically eru:iiched iron (ZOf' t 'F").

2.2 Heat Treatment

In the literature there is some variation in the heat treatments

used. Some investigators carried out a¡r initial heat treatment to ensure

homogeneity. Adelson and Austin (8), for example, maintained their

samples above the melting point for two d.ays, whereas yamamoto ( 15 )

sintered at IOOOoC for two days. Fatséas et al (f8) an¿ Daniels et al- (9),
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on the other hand, carried out no initial heat treatment. Recently,

Eliezer etiial (20) performed Mössbauer measurements on mixtures of iron

and germaniun coruespond.ing to F"l.ZGu, which had been sintered for

times ranging from ten minutes to two hours at 600oC. It can be seen

from their results that after two hours the reaction in 99% comp1ete.

It pppears that the initial heat treatment is u¡necessary and it is the

final heat treatment that determines the properties of the sarnple.

If a large sample istibo be broken up into smaller parts, hotJuever, it is

necessary to perform an initialltoaebttreatment in order to ensure that

each part will have the same composition.

From the phase diagram, it can be seen that F"t.95G" alloys

must be quenched from llOOoC in order to preserve pure ß-phase. For

lower iron content, the samples may be coo1ed.s3low1y. The lowest iron

content alloys must not be annealed at temperatures greater than 1000oC.

In the literatirre the annealing temperátures chosen are consistent with

this, except that Daniels et aL (9) prepared samples by cooling slowly

from the metting point of iron. Therehhave been reports that for

F"1.9rG" there is an unavoid.able precipitate of q-iron when the alloy

is quenched from llOOoC (7,I7).

Theliheat treatment finally used was to naintain F.I.55G" samples

at 90@C for three d.ays and. then to queneh. F"'.ZOG" samples were

mai.ntained at 1070oC for 2/+ hours and quenched. The effects of several

d.ífferent heat treatments for F"1.95G" were investigated and. the results

are di.scussed later. BupêrlS-pha$ê-e: however was obtained. by quenching

asffast as possible from 1100oC.
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2.3 Sample Purity

At each stage of preparation, the samples were weighed and the

total loss for the 1 g samples was less than 10 rng or L/" whereas the

1OO mg samples incurred losses of up to 5/,. Subsequent comparison of

the properties of correspond.íng 1 g and 100 mg samples showed, however,

that any differences resulting from uncertaínties in composition \üere

negligible. Further determination of chemical compoÉútion was not

attenpted since the properties under investigation were not strongly

composition dependent .

Powder diffractometer measurements iruearercarried out on all samples.

Thesewe*iæperformed using a Phí1ips d.iffractometer. 40 kV, Cu, Ka

radiation Tuas used., using a Ni filter to remove the ß-component.

Scanning was carri.ed out using a speed of å" per minute (for twíCe the

Bragg angle). rRatemeterr method of data collection was used and the

output v/as recorded. on a paper chart. From the chart, angles and

approximate intensities of the observed maxima could be obtained. though

no attempt was made to obtain accurate intensity measurements. From

the-]l-ime positions, values of lattice parameter ïvere obtained using a

computer fitting progranme. The lattice parameters vuere in reasonablLe

agreement with published d.ata and. are shown in figure 2.1. In ad.d.ition

no extra lines were observed, indicating that the samples were pure

ß-phase.

Unfortunately, o-iron \las itsrnmain diffraction maxima close to

the maxima in the Ê-phase, consequently x-ray d.iffraction is not very

sensitive to smal1 impurities of cr-iron. However, the ffi>erfine fields

are quite different and. Mössbauer spectra can give reliable estimates of

the amount of iron impurity. Furthermore, a two phase mixture, in which

t.: -.

::.:.:
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the components have different Curie temperatures, may be shovrn to be a

mixture by measuring between the two Curie temperatures, provided both

impurities contaín iron. Thiese techniques were used to índicate impur-

ities before the samples were consid.ered. acceptable.

2.4 Thre effect of coolíng rate on F"., q5ce

The crystalline forms of F"1.95ft at room temperature depends

critically on the rate of cooling from the temperature at which it is

stable (ffOO"C). The cooling rate can be characterized by the tine t

which is the time taken for the difference between the original temperature

and room temperature to red.uce by one half . Thre following method.s were

used to obtain different values of r:

(i) r t 104 sec.

Sample not removed from furnace. Furnace setting

slowly red.uced..

(il) t=1O3sec.

Sample not removed from furnace. Furnace switched- off.
/... \(iii) t=10sec.

Sample .r:emoved from furnace. Unbroken arnpule

allowed to cool in air

(iv) 'r=1sec.

Sample removed from furnace. Unbroken ampule

quenched in water.

(v) 'r = 0.1 sec.

Sample removed. from furnace. Quenched by breaking

amtrlule urrder water.
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The values of r are only approximate and are based upon observation of

the time taken forr the sample to stop glowing. In each case the resulting

material was investigated using both x-ray diffraction and lfössbauer

effect.

Powder x-ray diffractometer results for angles from /--Lo I'o 4-8o

are shoürn in figure 2.2. For t t 103s. ímprrity línes coming from

hexagonal e-phase FerGe are clearly observable as would be expected

from the phase diagran. Forr = 10 s. similar results are obtained.

but some of the lines have somewhat ehanged shapes. For r = I s.

there i-s apparently-only S-phase present as no addítíonal lines are

observed. but a slight broad.ening can be seen. 'r = Q.1 s. gave apparently

a single phase with line shapes comparable with those obtained. from

F"1.70G"' 
r

Tkre Mössbauer spectra for the same samples are shou¡n in figure 2.)

and they show the origin of the impurity lines and. the line broad.ening

in the x;ray measurements. For r > tO3 s. a six line conponent

spectrum with hyperfine field. of 2/+O kOe is observable which is equal to

the hyperfine field. measured for a sample knov¡n to be e-phase FerGe.

For t = l0 s. the e-phase component is still present but now

there is another six-line component wíth a h¡>erfine field of 330 kOe.

Ttris corresponds to b.c.c. cr-iron. Tkre precipitate of q-iron for

interrned.iate cooling rates observed in these Mössbauer spectra is in

agreement with the results of Kanematsu (7) who observed a simj-lar

precipitate using magnetization measurements above the ß-phase Curie

temperature. The three phase system is meta-stable and. is formed only

beeause the iron precipitate has not had- tíme to react ful1y with the
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ß-phase to forrn e-phase according to the reaction:

2.O5 Fe * Fut.95k à FerGe

whereas for slower cooling rates no iron was observed because the reaction

was complete.

0n increasing the cooling rate still further until r = 1 sec.,

the e-phase component disappqars leaving only the cr-iron remaining.

Now the quench is so fast that none of the precipitated iron has reacted.

i to form the e-phase.

Finally by increasing the quench speed as much as possíble so

I that r = 0.1 sec. a spectrum was obtained. ín which there ïvas no cr-iron
l

.i com'ponent and this was taken to be the pure ß-phase.

2.6 e -phase

In order to be sure that the above precipitate was eorrectly

identified as e-phase, a sample of pure e-phase was prepared.. Iron and

germanium were weighed out corresponding to FerGe and the rnixture was

heated. to 805oC for three days and quenched. Mössbauer measurements and

x-ray d.iffraction confirmed the sample to be pure.

2.7 Single Crystal

It was felt desÍrable to have a single crystal in order to

perform Mössbauer measurements with the y-rays travellíng in directions

fixed with respect to the crystallcgraphic axes.

Thre composition F"1.62G" was chosen and a nixture of iron and

germanium was weighed. out and given a heat treatment for two days at

gOOoC to form the correct phase. The material was then taken out of the
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first ampule and. after x-ray and Mössbauer measurements to confirn its

structure and purity it was sealed in a quartz ampule and put into a

furnace whose temperature was controlled. by an auto-transformer to avoid

the thermal fluctuations of the percentage ti-me-switch type controller.

Ttre initial temperature was 1250oC and the current through the heater was

reduced every twelve hours to give a temperature change of + 5OoC/day from

above the melting point dovn'r to = 600oirat which temperature the sample

was taken out and cooled in air

As is tytrrical of metal crystals, the sample had no visible

crystalline forn even when a broken edge was observed r:-nder the micro-

scope. The surface was black but broken edges were shiny. A Laue

photograph however, revealed. the sample to be a síng1e erystal.

Subsgquently, photographs were taken at different orientations.

L l t.. , .ì
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CHAPTER 3

MAGNET] ZATION MEASURHVIENTS

:

3.L lutragnetization Equipment_ :,:: .:,,,r.1.
' . j:r'r:.:

IVlagnetization measurements ïuere carried. out using a vibrating

sample magnetometer (Model zu 1) nenufactr:red by P.A.R. (2f ) with a 
:

Irilagnion (22) etectromagnet giving fields up to 18 kOe. Ttre samples 
,;,,;,,¡,,,;,;:,,,..
.'''.... 

.' 
,:... ''.: . .

were held in aluminum sample hold.ers and were fixed using paraffin wax. ' : : :

, , , , -, . .- -,

Nleasurements below room temperature were perforrned using a cryostat 1:..:r.::.:,:

\ 

l:: ':'-1"1 "1

manufactured. by Andonian Associates. The temperature was controlled by .

.balancing the flow-rate of coolant agàínst heat input from an electrical

heater. TLre temperature was measured using a Au-0.O3/' Fe/Chrome] P.

thermocouple.

3.2 Measurements

To measure the magnetization of polycrystalline samples, a weighed.

amount ( =1OO mg) was put into a sample holder and some powdered paraffin

wax was added. TLre wax was heated. gently to its melting point arrd,

having been allowed. to cool, the sample hold.er was put onto the sample

hold.er and. measurements were taken. In this way the par,ticles were fixed

with no preferred. crystallographic orientations with respect to the

applied magnetic field. The results shor¡m in figure 3.L may be contrasted

with single crystal measurements.

Irlagnetization measurements were also carried out on part of the

single crystal. A smal1 piece of it:was chipped. ultil vaguely spherical

and. it was then ground into a sphere. The apparatus used., consisted of a
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i cj-rcular track mad.e out of a mixture of epoxy cement and abrasive:
'

, powder. The crystal was mad.e to revolve with a jet of compressed air.
I ¿1'ter a few days of slow grinding, the crystal had. taken on a spherical

' "hape. 
For a spherical sample the d.emagnetization field is índependent

I of applied field direction and the ínternal field. is uniform.

Tl.re spherical sample was fixed in a sample holder again using

paraffin wax. By heating the wax and subjecting the sanple to a magnetic

field it was possible to a1ígn the sample with an easy magnetization di-

rection along the applied field direction. Alignment of an easy direction

along the z-direction, showed that the x-y plane then contained. both an

easy and. a hard. magnetization direction and the magnetízation was

measured. as a function of temperature and applied field. It was also

possible to orient the hard.-d.irection ín the z-direction by rotating the

sample holder in a steady applied field while the wax hardened. This

constrai.ned the easy magnetization plane to lie ín the x-y plane. The

method. was also used to align a Mössbauer absorber and it is discussed

in d.etail in Chapter 4. Ivlagnetization measurements were made as a

function of orientation in the easy plane.

3.3 Results

The results erçected. for a uniaxial rnaterial were obtained. for

the magnetization of the single crystal. Saturation occurred in about

3 kOe in the easy d.irection and. 20 kOe in the hard direction at room

temperature.

Thre basal plane was found to be an easy magnetization plane in

which there ïvas no detectable anisotropy. This is consistent with the
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Table 3.1

. 
lvlagnetizaÌ,ion Results '::'::':

':':j 
:: :

--ll\fagnetization !s given in e.m.u. g '. and anisotropy constant in
erg. ctf). Literature values are shoi¡rn in brackets.

Composition Temperature lflagnêtizâtíon Anisotropy
Constant

Single Crystal Samples
Fut.6zft 3OOK

OK

OK

300K

OK

300K

OK

75.5

88.8 (90) 5.o5xrQ6' 
( t*ro6)

F"t.6zG"

Fe- - -C'eL. ))

Fe- --GeL.))

Fu1. zk
F"r. 

zGu

F"t.95k

Fe- ^-GeL.92

Polycrystalline Samples

300K 66

77

76 (80) --

89 (eo) --
85

e8 (1oo) --

I.ì : :-::: ,

].,,iì,i :ì,
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magnetic torque measu.rements of Tawara (19). However, Becker and

Symes (27) rcported that the basal plane anisotropy must be greater than
J2

L.5 x LO+ erg/cm), on the basis of x-ray measurements and a magnetically

aligned sample. Attempts to reproduce this result are d.escribed in the

next section in connection with the alignment of Mössbauer absorbers.

Ttre results are not in agreement with those of Becker and Slmes and it

must be concluded from our measurements that the anisotropy ín the basal

plane is less than the above value

Ttre measurement in the hard. d.irection gives a value of the

uniaxial anisotropy constant. In a uniformly magnetized. sample, it can

be shov¡n (23) tnat the internal field Hr is given by

where E is the applied field, U the magnetization and D is the

demagnetization factor which depends upon the sample shape. For a

spherical sample,

D = 4r/3

Empirically, however, a small deviation from spherical shape will change

this factor, but, since the coereive force is negligible, by observing

the initial slope of the magnetizatíon curve we ca:l extrapolate the zero

internal field line and. thus calculate the fields required to saturate

the sample.

Thre a¡risotropy energy is given to first order AV Q3);

%=ksin2e

Ht=H-DM



a1

where k is the anisotropy constant and. 0 is the angle between the

magnetization and. the s¡rmmetry axis of the uníaxial crystal. For a single

domain particle of magnetic moment p wíth an internal field. Ht, the

magnetic energ-y is gíven by:

E=-UH'cosO+ksin20

At equilibrium:

#=U"tsino+2ksinocoso=O '"'.,':."'."',:.',.l_:-.:: ':::'-:'

"o"o = -Ë*

If we measure the magnetic moment in the uniaxial direction we measure

m where:

m = ucoso

- =u2H',--T

The anisotropy field is the field. required. to align the magnetic moment ', '''
',,-, 

"t.,.,-,.r'',in the hard direction and if k is negative: r:':: :.:

2k
-nanu

which gives

-uHanÃ- 

--
The single crystal magnetization and aniotropy constant are in good

agreement with published results (7, L9). i:-. - ,:--- .. -
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The magnet,izal,ion curve for the rrnoriented powder shows that

extrapolation to zero fie1.d gives a value of magneti-zatrion rmrch lower

than the value for the single crystal easy dir:ection. This is because

the unoriented powder is not saturated in 18 kQe. However, if we

magnetically orient the powd.er, the magnetization curve resembles

closely the single crystal result.

Attempts to orient the polycrystalline powders were not completely

successful probably because each particle contained. more than one

crystallite. However, figure 3.1 shows that the value of magnetizal'ion

of the unoriented powd.er in 18 kOe is reasonably close to the value of

saturated moment extrapolated. to zero field- for the single crystal. The

values of magnetizal,ion for the polycrystalline samples shoinrn in table 3.1

are the values obtained. in 18 kOe. They are nevertheless in reasonable

agreement with the literature magnetizal,Lon values (7). The zero temp-

erature valuei were obtained. assuming the same temperature dependence

as shov,n by the single crystal

3./, Conclusions

Tkre results of the magnetization measr.rjrements; have some important ,., 
,

'i--:r.j,

consequences for the Mössbauer measurements. :: .::ii:

The strong uniaxial anisotropy suggests the possibility of

magnetie alignment of Mössbauer absorbers and this is discussed ín the

next chapter. The lack of anisotropy in the basâl p1ane, however, mearls l,:,:,:,.i:,.' . :' :

that it is not possible to align absorbers with an a-axis in a specific

direction.

The similarity of the magnetization curves for the aligned.
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powdeïed crystal and for the síng1e crystal suggests that alignment of a

Mössbauer absorber could be very nearly complete, if a powd.ered single

crystal were used. TLre difficulties in aligning the polycrystalline

magnetization samples however, mad.e us conclud.e that the alignment of 
¡,,..,:.,,,:
ì. r:'ì :::'ril

Mössbauer absorbers from polycrystalline material would not be as sucess

ful.

It was found. that a field of 20 kOe applied along the c-axis :,.,,,¡,.,,

should be enough to saturate the magnetization. T¡r the next chapter, :'.',.'.':

i:-:-.;::-

IVnössbauer measurements are reported with a magnetic field applied. along 
i.,-,'.,,,'

the c-axis. Froro the magnetization measurements it could be concluded that l

the magnetic moments would be aligned along the applied. field. unless l

there urere a canted spin structure.

ir,'. :"-' ...
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CHAPTER 4

Mössetuen MEASURil¡ENTS

4.I Mössbauer Equipment

TLre lVlossbauer equipment in use has been described. several times

previously (2/r,25) arrLd only a brief description will be includ.ed here.

T\ruo systems are available both of which are normally operated in

the constant acceleration mode. One of these may also be operated in

constant velocity mod.e.

A digital to analogue converter is used to convert the output

of a scalar, driven by clock pulses to a reference signal of a pre-

determined shape. The reference signal,.controls the motion of the

transducer to which the radio-active souree is attached. The transducer

has two windings within a magnetic field. One is the pick-up coíl which

supplies the pick-up signal. This signal is compared. with the reference

signal and any d.ifference is amplified and fed to the drive coil to

correct for the d.ifference detected., see figure 4.1. By regularly

monitoring the drive signat any irregularities, resulting from faults in

the transducer or electrical pick up, for example, may be d.etected before

a useless spectrum has been collected.. The velocity range can be set to

the req,uired. value.

y-rays from the source pass through the absorber and. then reach

a courrter. Th.ese counts are amplified and fed to a single channel

analyser whieh selects the 14.4 keV Y-rays. The pulses are then fed. to

a multichannel analyser, the channel being advanced by the same clock

pulses that control the reference signal
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Scintillation counters are used where there is no stfay magnetic

field. whereas, when using the superconducting magnet, proportional counters

are used.

T¡e dríve systems are operated in the saw-tooth mode. A counting

cycle is started when the source is closest to the d.etector. The initial

velocity is maximum negative and increases to zero with constant accel-

eration. At zero velocity the source ís furthest from the d.etector. The

velocity continues increasing above zero arid. the source ís now moving

towards the detector. \tlitren it reaches maximum positive velocity the

cycle is eomplete and a sharp drive pulse changes this maximum positive

velocity to marimum netagive and the next cycle begins. During this

sud.den velocity change the counts are ignored.. The counting rate d.epend.s

on, among other things, the d.istance of the source to the detector and.

as this ehanges throughout each counting cycle, the background. of the

spectrum is curved as can be seen in any of the spectra following.

The sources used are 57 Co of strengths up to 5ùnC in matrices

of ehromium. To avoid. stray radiation coming into the laboratory, the

apparatus is shield.e.d. using l//+tt i.eað. sheet except d.uring sample changing.

Tkre rad.iation levels are monitored periodically.

The contents of the multichar¡rel analyser can be printed- or

punched onto paper tape or plotted on an x-y record.er. Perforated. tapes

are read and punched onto cards using a special tape to card punch machine.

$elocity calibration is carried. out using iron foil or Fer0t.

The separation of the outer lines of iron was taken as 10.657 nn/sec or'

33O kOe. Isomer shifts ïvere measured. with respect to iron. Tkre cal-

ibration spectra were also used to make regular checks on the performance
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çof the apparatus, si-nce arJr unusually large linewidths or departure from

linearity could easily be observed. Since iron has no quadrupole splitting

the líne separations oI2, or3, L^, anð' oft should be equal for a

perfectly linear system. Results for a typical cal-ibration are shor¡¡n in

figure [.2.

4.2 Mössbauer Absorbers

Absorbers could be in the form of metal foils as in the case of

the iron calibration absorbers or in the form of powders. In the present

work, samples were Temoved from the anrpules in which they had. been

prepared. ald, since ß-phase iron-germanium is extremely brittle, it

was possible to crush them in a large steel die. The resulting coarse

/
powd.er was then transferred. to an agate mortar in which it was ground. to

a fine powd.er. Small quantities we1e then placed in perspex sample

holders for room temperature work or between berylliurn plates for low or

high temperature measurements. The method. of preparing aligned absorbers

wil-l be d.iscussed in a later section. Sample thicknesses of = 30 mg em'z

were used when sufficient quantities of material were available.

/r.3 Fítting Programme

of the three fitting progratnmes available, ttMonkeyrr, Dragonrr and.

trPoïriderrr, rrMonkeytr was used. exclusively in this work. rr}'Ionkeyrr does a

least squares fit to the erq>erimental data by the method of matrix

minimization by varying the parameters of the function:

.r:.:..
':":':i:
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v(v) = v(o) k- ( rr-rr^ li rr- - ir- o jlo
0Jmr

L
a=u

V-v-. ^(ffi)'*r

The first term is the background which in all cases was quadratic only

and. the second term subtracts Lorentzians from the backgrourtd. Linear

combinations of the Iorentzian parameters may be constrained. and. the

maximum nu-uber of constraints is seventy-two

/r.1 Measurements as a function of temperature

Mössbauer measurements on the three enríched íron $-phase

samples viere carried. out at various temperatures from /r.2K to above

the Curie temperature up to temperatures at which decomposition might

occur. Below room temperature, measurements were performed in a cryostat

manufactured. by Oxford. fnstruments which has been previously d.escribed (26).

A heater and. exchange gas are used to control the temperature. It can

be used either with liquid helium or with liquid. nitrogen for use above

77K. The spectra obtained below room temperature are shown ín figures

4.3 - 5.

Measurements above room temperature were caried. out in a furnace

which has also been described earlier (25). In the furnace measurements

could be made up to 500oC with a stability of 10.5K. Spectra were

obtained- at several temperatures from room temperature to well above the

Curie temperaturer. measurement in vacuo preventing occidation of the

sample.

The Curie temperature was obtained. by measuring at closely

spaced. temperature intervals and. observíng the change in absorption as

a function of temperature at a velocÍty corresponding to a minimum of the
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paraïagnetic doublet. Thre Curie temperature is the temperature at which

the line drav¡n through the steepest part of the slope intersects with the

line above the Curie temperature as in figure 4.7. The measured values

of Curie temperature are shown in figure 4.8 together with the results of

Kanematsu (7).

A comparison of room temperature spectra before and after the

Curie temperature measurement showed. that a slight namowing of the lines

had occurred. Comparison of x-ray measurements showed negligible change.

Since this narrrowing of the lines helped analysis of the complex spectra

below the Curie temperature all samples were given a heat treatment at

25OoC for a few hours before further measurements were made. All the

results gÍ.ven, are for samples heat heated. in this way. Ttre origin of

this line narrowing is, however, .unc1ear.

4.5 Aligned. absorbers

Having prepared a single crystaL of F"t.6'ft it was, in prin-

cip1e, possíble to make a Mössbauer absorber with the crystallographic

axes in predetermined dj.rections with respect to the y-rays. However, since

F"t.67ft crystals do not display aqy visually observable crysta11íne form

it is not easy to align them, a¡d. moreover, it is very difficult to cut

the thin slices that would be required because the material is very

brittle. Previous investigators, however, had. managed. to align powd.ered

samples magneti-cally wi-th an easy magnetization direction perpendicular

to the plane of a disc-shaped absorber

Becker and Symes (27) al-igned. an absorber by nixing some powdered

polycrystalline alloy with epoxy cement, pressing it between two sheets of
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mylar and applying a magnetic field while the eporcy hardened. X-ray

measurements were then performed which were reported, to indicate that

an a-axis had been. aligned along the field direction. Previous anisotropy

measurements (19) had been unable to detect aqy anisotropy ín the

basal p1ane.

The above method was used. to align absorbers for Mössbauer

measurements. fnstead of using a finely ground polycrystalline powder

and. hoping that each particle would. be a single crystal, part of a single

crystal ïias ground up. An applied field of 15 kOe was applied for

= 12 hours while the epoxy hard.ened. X-ray diffraction measurements were

then carried out to check the alignment.

The x-ray diffractometer will only show diffraction maxima from

sets of planes whose normals are perpendicular to the absorber. Tkrus

by ind.exíng lines which occur, the possible crystallographic orientatíons

would. inrnediately be determined. Tkre following diffraction maxÍma were

observed:

{11.0}, {2.1.0} and {30.0} ,..,'.
l'tt"":
::.

From the dísappearance of lines with L / O, for example, {00.2} and :,',:.

"t' 

't

{10.1} it was concluded that the c-axis was lying in the plane. The

lines {11.0} and {30.0} correspond to an a-axis perpendicular to the

absorber plane. In order to determine if the a-axis is indeed an easy ,,.,.,,

magnetization direction we have to look for lines of the form {hk.O} 
i"i""

w}rerelhk.O)isnotarra-axisdirection.ThefirstoneWeobservein
o

a non-oriented sample is: {21.0} with a d-spaeing = 1.304. This line 
,

was also observed in the aligned sample and the relative íntensities 
¡.:,.:,:
i:,:,'.
i:j ' r'
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indicate that there is no pr:eferred direction in the basal plane. Ttris

contradicts the ínterpretation of Becker and Symes who do notr, however,

give aqy d.etails of their x-ray measurements. AJ-l that could be said of

our absorbers was that the c-axis lies ín the absorber plane and the same

is probably true of Danielrs aligned. absorbers though he assumed. the

a-axis to be perpendicular, based on the results of Becker and Symes.

He d.id not attempt to check the alignment with x-ray diffraction.

In addition to having the c-axis lying in the plane, it was also

desired. to have the c-axis perpendÍ'cular to the plane. The following

analysis,suggests a possible method.

Consider a u¡-iaxial crystal which is saturated. in the direction

of a rotating applied magnetic field H given by:

H = H (sinurt, cosot, 0).

Wíthout loss of generality we can assume the c-axis makes an angle O

with the z-axis and. lies in the y-z plane. Tkrus the direction of the

c-axis is given by the unit vector C where:

C = ( sín0, O, cosO ).

Then the anisotropy energ'y is given by:

E = Ksin2o

i;:,;:r,.

where { is the angle between the uníaxial direction ô anA the magnetic

moment which is parallel to H.

E = K(ô " u)2/n2
a

= K,(cosot cos0 , - sinot cosO, - sinO cosurt)'



l

i..1

l:l

/+8.

= K ((cos2rut + sin2ot)"o"2o - sin2ocosot)

--t2'= K( cos*O - cosurt sin'e )

The time average is most negative if K < 0 when

0=0

Thus a rotating field ín the x-y plane will tend to align the particles

with their c-axes perpendicular to the x-y plane; Ttte ground single

crystal was mixed with epo:y and squashed between two mylar sheets. It

was then rotated slowly in an, applied field of 15 kOe until the epoxy

hardened.. TLre result was checked by x-ray diffraction. If the c-axes

\rvere perpendi-cular, we would expect to observe lines of the tytrle

{OO.n} and the lines actually observed weïe:

{00.2} and {00.4}

No other lines were observed.. Tiris confirms that the c-axes ïvere

perpend.icular to the absorber plane

Mössbauer measu:rements were carried out on the two aligned. samples.

The absorber with the c-axis in the plane had very low absorption. This

was because d.uring the alignment, the particles had tended. to líne up in

strings along the applied field direction ínstead of being urr-iformly

distributed. TLris resulted. in regions of high absorption and other

areas with low absorption. TLre quality of the spectra obtained using this

absorber was consequently poor, consid.ering the nurnber of counts per

channel obtained..
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Spectra were obtained with and without a magnetic field applied

in the y-ray d.ireetion. A smal1 permanent magnet wi-tin 3/2tt pole pi-eces

drilled wii'ln 3/4t'ho1es to allow the y-rays to pass through the sample,

was used to obtain fields of = 2.5 k]e. Larger fields, up to 50 kOe

were applied using a superconducting nagnet manufactured by Westinghouse

Electric Corporation which has been described in detail elsewhere (2/r).

4.6 Spectra above the Curie temperature

The Mössbauer spectra obtained. above the C,urie temperature consist

of broadened as¡rmmetric d.oublets which suggests that they should be

fitted. with several overlapping d.oublets. l¡ritially however, spectra

for the three different c_ompositions ïvere fitt€jd. with two unconstrained.

lines to determine how the spectra change with composition. The results

are shoin¡n in table /+.1. The spectra do not appear to change significantly

with composition from which it must be conclud.ed that the isomer shíft

and quad.rupole splitting of the component spectra are not significantly

different.

Measurements wqre made as a function of temperature above the

Curie temperatuie and the isomer shíft and. quadrupole splitting were

found. to vary little with temperature

The line-wíd.th of the spectrum for the ground. single crystal

was slightly narrower than that obtained. for the other samples. To

obtain an estimate of the range of possible values of isomer shift and

quadrupole splitting for this sample, the spectnm above the Curie

temperature ïuas fitted wíth two doublets. fntensities within the doublets

ïvere constrained to be equal and all wj-dths were equal. For different

i:'::::

lr .',
i"
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Table 4.1

Parameters obtained. from two-line computer fits to Mössbauer spectra
above the Curie temperature at 2/+7"C.

Sample Fut.5jG. F"'.ZG" Fut.95G"

fsomer shift
( nmr/sec ¡ o .r57 o .L52 o.ri7

I

Quadrupole shift
( 9å-q mm/sec ) o .539 o .545 o.5/ro

i:::
Ì. :.:l

Line widths
(mmlsec )

O./+/, O./+5 O.45
0.36 0.37 0.37

Relative
Intensities L.25 I.2/r I.2O



starting parameters

meters none of which

the fitting process yields

could. be singled out as a

5r'

a range of final para-

best fit. T?re results

for

to be

F"t.ó,fu, for which the intensíties of the d.oublets ïuere constrained

in the ratio 1-z0.67, are shovrn in T,able /+.2.

4.7 Spectra below the Curie temperature

It had been hoped. that by obtaining spectra over a wide range

of temperatures below the Curie temperature, a temperature would be

found. where the spectra could. be more easily analysed. However, as can

be seen in figures 4.3 - 5, no appreciable improvement ís obtainedby

measuring at temperatures different from room temperature. The spectra

consist of at least three broadened overlapping síx-line spectra and

attempts to fit them with four síx-line spectra gave results, strongly

dependent on the assun4rtions made. It does, however, appear to be pos-

sible to fit them assurning iron atoms to be distributed over the 2(a)

and 2(d) sites. The hyperfine field for the 2(d) site spectrum is larger

than that at the 2(a) site, and both are affected by the ty¡res of neigh-

bouring atoms.

A computer fit to a Mössbauer spectrum obtained at room tem'per-

ature of F"t.95k is shov¡n in figure /r.6 flîtl,ed, with four component

sþectra assuming Kanematsurs sd.istribution of atoms and Fatseast (16)

model for the origin of the hyperfine fields taking account of a rand.om

d.istribution of iron atoms and vacancies on the 2(d) sites. As canbe

seen, the fit is close and there is reasonable agreement with the expected

values, but in such a poorly resolved spectrum a good. fit can al-so be

achieved. with several other models and so the measurement d.oes not pro-

l-
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TabLe /t.2

Range of parameters consistent with spectrum of Fe-, arÌe aI' 2/+7oC. Two

component doublets are assumed. wíth intensity ratiò'"1-2O.67.

Lntensity fsomer Shift Quadrupole Shift
(nnrlsec) ( eqq/z.mmlsec)

(ii)

( ]-r_i_ ,l

(iv)

1.00

o.67

1.00

o.67

1.00

o.67

1.00

o.67

o.L26

o.2r7

O.L5I
0.618

0.208

0.52L

o.196

o.426

o.566

o.507

o.r77
o./+2o

0.090

o.574

0.116

o.730

(i)

1.)...'
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vide a good test of the hytrlothesis.

It was concluded that more information was requíred in ord.er to

obtain a unique interpretation of the results.

/r.8 lvleasurements in an applied magnetic field

J. spectrum of polycr¡rstalline F"1.?G" in an applied field

of 50 kOe was ôbtained and comparison with zero fi-e1d spectrum

showed that the spectrum had become more eomplex and less well i:il:|,

resolved.. As described earlier, aligned. absorbers were then rnade and. the 
i.:.':'

t.:,:.,'

results in figure 4.9 show a considerable simplification. TLrree component i::::';:.

spectra carr noriv be clearly seen though there is sti1l a considerable

amount of broadening. 
.

ì

ltl/ith an easy magnetization direction perpend,icular to the i

r

absorber plane, the hy¡lerfine field appears to d.ecrease by an amount 
i

'approximately equal to the applied. field, though these conclusions are I

i

not very reliable because of the poor quality of the spectrum ín the i

I

applied field.. IJVhen ïve measuïe on an absorber aligned with the c-axis

perpendicular the results are more surprisÍng. The hyperfine fields 
,_

: t t:,:'-

- ^--aJ^-1 4-.^al rl^-.-^--^- --L^- 
;:;'i:':

appear to change by amounts unequal to the applied. field. However when 
,,,.

the applied- field is increased from 30 kOe to 50 kOe the h¡rerfine :",11,¡¡

fields decrease by approximately the expected. 2OkOe. 
t 

'

l

The results of some computer fits to obtain information about the

outsid.e lines are shor¡¡n for several measurements in tabte 4.3. Tire 
l,,iu,
l.-:,.: t.

inrrer lines are very poorly resolved. and consequently no attempt was

made to fit then realistically.
l

These measurements gave much more information about the magnetic 
r

behavÍour than was previously available and. they are d.iscussed in detaíl
i, ',,1

in the next chapter. :' ; :
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

5.I Mössbauer effect

The princíples on which the lVtossbauer effect is based have been

díscussed by numerous authors (28, 29, and 30) and no attempt will be

mad.e to attempt a review of the material here.

To interpret the spectra obtained in the present study we make

two simplifying assumptions. Experimentally the en-ôrgy shift d.ue to the

electric quad.rupole interaction is much less than that due to the

magnetic d.ipole interaction,

eq.Q << uH

where e is the electronic charge, ee is the electric field. grad.ient

and'aisthenue1eare1ectricquadrupo1emoment.uiSthenuc1ear

magnetic d.ipole moment and. H is the magnetic field. at the nucleus. We 
i

assume we can use first order perturbation theory. The magnetic d.ipole

interaction is treated first and then the electric quadrupole interation. 
,,.:-: ..,,.,,

i ::.' :..-.:!.:'.::: 
:.

This avoid.s the complications discussed. by Kündig (¡f ). During the 
,,.:,::,,:,,,,:,

analysis of the experimental results, however, there was an indicatíon :¡:""'":':':

that this simplificati-on was not completely justified and it is discussed

further later

Secondly, it is assumed. that the Larmor precession tíme of the ]''''".-,';,
i::..:-l: :i'

, nucleus is long compared with the relaxation tíme of the atornic spin.

Inthiscasetheh¡>erfinefie1dthatweobserveisthetimeaveraged

value and we d.o not observe the superposition of different spectra

correspond.ing to d.ifferent instantaneous values of atomic spin projection. ,:::':..: ':

¡":i ':i:'':

.
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Und.er the above conditions a nuclear state with spin I = 3/2

subjected to a magnetic field H and an electric field gradient defined

by V-- and n has energy eigenvalues given by:"zz

u - -Brrn tur * (-r)l*'*t"' + (3/z 
"o"2e - L/à + r/2 ¡sin2ecos2q)

(¡'r)

where eq = V-- and n = (V---- - V---)/V--. 0 and þ are the conventional-zzxxw"zz
spherical polar angles with respect to the xry, z frarne. Tine xry,z

frame must be chosen so that the electric field gradient tensor is

diagonalized. h. practice, since calculations of the electric field

gradient are both complex and, unreliable, expeeially for conducting

materials, $re assume that the electric field grad.ient is d.iagonalized

by choosing Yu, along the uniaxial direction and V** and U* in

the basal plane. It is sometimes convenient to labe1 the xryrz axes

in such a way that

lv uul , lu** |

so that the asymmetry parameter is between zero and. unity. However,

throughout the fo11owíng discussion, Y* wíll be ín the c-axis and

there is no restriction on the value of n.

In addition to a non-spherically syrrnetric electric field gradient,

the hytrlerfine field can also be anisotropic in the sense that its mag-

nitude changes with its orientation. Following the analysis of

Drijver (32) we assume that in a ferromagnetic material, the magnetic

dipole interaction of the nuclear dipole moment with the surroirnding

nragnetic moments, depends linearly on the macroscopic magnetizali.on

¿ lvwl

u.
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llüe can write the hyperfine field H as:

H=gu

where I is a second. rank tensor which can be separated into an isotropic

part D- ^- and. an anisotropic part D^_ :- =l_s =arl

q=Pi"*Pu,'
_/

Just as in the case of the electric field. gradient we carr choose a

coordinate system that will diagonalize I and we can define ?i"
and D so that the trace of D vaníshes.=an =an

Thus if:
D00D00oxx

P=!i"*9ur= o Do o + o o- o

OODOODozz

then we also have

and

D +D +D _Oxxwzz

n=(D**-r*)/rru

lllle assume that the z-direction is in the uniaxial direction and. n is

not restricted to be between zero and. unity.

The total magnetic field at the nucleus can then be written:

H=H. +H
1S an

= D-M- + D--M- (3/z"o"2e - r/2 + L/2 nsin2oeos2o )oz zzz
(¡.2)
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We see that the energy levels are shifted. by an electríc field

gradient or an anisotropic hyperfine field by an amount that depends,

in both cases, by the angular firnction,

f(0,0 ) = 3/2 "o"2, - L/2 + I/2 ¡sín2ocos2q

We now eonsíder this function for two particular cases which will

be of interest later. If 0 = O, then f(Or4) is independent of 0

and ¡ and its value is given by

f(o,O)=3/2-I/2=L

Thris corresponds to the magnetization being along the z-direction,

which is the c-axis. If 0 = 90, then f(or{) is given by

f(e,0) = \/Z + L/2 ¡cos2Q

The value depends upon ¡ and 0. Tkris correspond.s to the magnetization

being in the basal plane. For a system of spins with rand.om orientation

in the basal plane, the average value of f(OrO) is givenby

I r2r

^ ,Jo r( o' o )aþ = -t/z

Thus the average value of f(erQ) is as if n v\rere zero, but the

standard deviation is given by,

êTr

*r , ,J o* .o"22q aþjr/z = -1- n¿ .v ¿T 2ã

So when the spin d.irections change from a rand.om orientatÍon in the basal

plane tobeing aligned along the c-axís the average value of f(or$)
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changes from - L/2 to I by a total amount 3/2 and the standard

deviation changes from 4 n to zero.
2lz

Tf we now refer back to equation (f.f¡ we expect the above spin

reorientation to prod.uce a change in quadrupole shift from

VO
-L/2 +

to 1..:..

VOzz"
-T-

or a net change of

VO
a/) zz-
/l - )

Similarly, from equation (f.Z) we erpect a net ehange in hyperfine fÍeld

of

3/2 Han

Finally, when the spins are in the basal plane we would expect a broad-

ening of

I
-=n2/2

for both the asymmetry constant of the eleetric field grad.ient and also

for that of the anisotropic hytrlerfine field.

5.2 Component Spectra

In order to analyse the Mössbauer spectra we make the assumption

l;:
.::.:
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that there are three eomponent spectra with well d.efined values of

hyperfine field, isomer shift and quadrupole splitting. The line wídths,

however, are much larger than the natural line wid.th obtained from the

lifetime of the d.ecaying nuclear state or even the value observed for

iron foil (see figure 4:2). For this reason it is clear that each

tcomponent spectrumt ís itself made up of several d.ifferent spectra with

different parameters centered arorrnd an average value which we observe. l

To begin with, no assumptions are made about the d,istribution of

atoms, but later, some attempt is made to reconcile the results obtained

with a particular model for the atomic distribution. Some success has

been achieved in fitting the data with several narrow lines instead. of

the broadened. spectra shourn ín Chapter /r.

5.3 Directions of the atomic magnetic moments

\Mren we apply magnetic field to a Mössbauer absorber, the total

magnetic field that the nucleus sees is the vector sum of the hyperfine

field. and the applied. field. In ferromagnetic materials, an applied

field that is strong enough. to saturate the sample, will give a resul-

tant field which is the difference between the hyperfine field and the

applied field because the h¡>erfine field is opposite to the magnetic

moment direction.

Mössbauer measurements were carried out on aligned absorbers of

with applied fields of 30 kOe and 50 kOe in the directionF"t.6zG"

of the e-axis. It was observed that the change in measured hytrlerfine

field.s did not equal the value of the applied. fields as shou¡n in

table 4,3. At first it was suspected that the applied field was not
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sufficient to saturate the magnetization. However, magneti.zatior¡,measure-

ments, as discussed in Chapter 3, indicate that aligrunenti;should. be

complete in 20 kOe.

Another possibility for the unexpecòèd change in h¡rerfine field

was that the magnetíc moments were not aligned because of a canted

spin structure. This had been ppoposed by several authors previously.

From the values of Ïryperfine fielù.mneasr:red. in zero field. and. 50 kOe

canting angles were calculated and. the results obtained ïvere, 74o and.

5Oo forLtwo outer spectra. The intensity ratios of lVtrbssbauerl-lines are

given by:

3(t*cos2e ) : 4sn?^rzo : (t*cos2o )

and from the calculated canting angles the Íntensities of the 2¡5 lines

could. be obtained. It was not possible to fit the spectra with these

values of j.ntensity for the 2-5 lines, whichi:imdicated that the canting

angles themselves r¡rere incorrect.

A measurement was then carriedoout with an applied. field. of

50 kOe in the basal plane. Tn this case the hytrlerfine field dòcreased

by approximately 50 kOe, provid.ing more evi.dence against canting.

Finally by comparing the results of measurements with applied

fields of 50 kOe and 30 kOe in the direction of the c-axis we see

that the change in hyperfine field is very close to ?0 kOe for all

three component spectra. This ind.icates that the magnetie moments are

indeed aligned up along the direction of the applied field as erpected

for a ferromagneticmmaterial in which there is no canting. This con-

tradiets the conclusions of several authors who propose a canted spin

l,':-:;.¡
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structure (7,8 ana 9).

The anomalous changes in ffilerfine field are associated. with the

reorientation of the spins and are discussed later.

5.1 Electríc field gradient

In the previous section it was coñcluded that ín applíed. fields

of 30 kOe the magnetíc moments are in the direction of the applied

fiel-d.. From anisotropy measurements we expect that'in zero field. the

magnetic moments are randomly oriented. in the basal plane and thus,the

application of a field of 30 kOe along the c-axis will cause-i,the

magnetic moments to move from the basal plane to the c-axis. lllle can

therefore apply-uthe results obtained. in section 5.I.

A comparison of the positions of the L-6 lines for the zero

field measurement and ther.,measurement wÍth an applied fôeld of 50 kOe

in the c-direction shows that they have been shifted and by equating

this shift to:

VO
3/2 ++

Tue call obtain values of VuuQ for the three different spectra. The

values obtained are shor¡m in table 5.1. In prinriiple it is possible

to obtain an'-.upper limit for ¡ foom the zero fíeld measurement from

the broadening observed. Unfortunately the lines are broad. even in

the applied. field spectrum and in the zero field spectrum the resolution

is very poor. Consequently thís ís not a good. method. for the deter-

mination of n.

Above the Curie temperature, however, the quadrupole shift
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Table 5.1

Electric field gradient and isomer shift for the three component spectra ,,,.,;,_,

XYZ
vr, (mmlsec ) o.5aL o.5o2 0.445

r.s. (mn/sec) o.zoz 0.358 0.339
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VO# (r* n2 rl/2
3)

From the results of measurements above the CurÍe temperature ïve can

obtain possible values of rì: but it should be remembered that these

are only possible values because the d.ifferent quadrupole shifts above

the Curie temperature could not be resolved. The values obtained are

alsosshovrrn in table 5.1.

5.5 Isomer shift

In the prevíous section the values of quad.rupole shift were

deduced from the results in table 4.3. Once the quadrupole shift is

knovrn, the unshifted. line 'glôsitions can be determined and hence the

isomer shift. (¡ff values of isomer shift are given relative to the

calibration which was metallic iron). In this way, the isomer shift for

the three component spectra can be deduced and the values are given in

table 5.1. Comparison with the values obtained above the Curie tem-

perature provid.es a check. The isomer shift usually increases as the

temperature is reduced because of the thermal red shift and we see the

values below the Curie temperature are ind.eed. greater than those obtained

above. The spread in values below the Curie temperatire is only a

little greater than the possible spread above the Curie temperature

shou¡n in table 4.2. A fit \ivas successfuJ.ly made to the spectrum of

F"t.6ZG" above the Curie temperature using three d.oublets wíth quad.-

rupô1e splíttíng, Íntensity and d.ifferences i.n ísomer shift as obtained

from analysis below the Curie temperature.
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It should however be mentioned here that if the results of

Kündig are used. in which guadrupole interaction is not assumed. to be

negligible compared with ffilerfine field then slightly different values

of isomer shift would be obtained. The differences are however small and

it is believed that the results obtained would stil1 be consistent with

the measurements above theCCurie temperature.

5.6 llyperfine field

As d.iscussed earlier, it was found that the application of a

rnagnetic field in the direction of the c-axis caused a change in hy¡rer-

fine field unequal to the nagnltrirdë of the applied fíeld (see table 4.3).

.It was however concluded in section 5.3 that the ffirerfine field was

aligned along the caaxi.s in applied fields greater than the anisotropy

field.. We therefore have to associate a change in hyperfine field with

the change in spin orientation and the hyperfine field for the three

component speetra for the two d.ifferent spin directions are shov¡n ín

table 5.2 after reducing to zero appliedffield. Similar changes in

ffirerfine field accompanying spin reorientations have beenoobserved j.n

the soecalled Mo_rln transitions.

Assuming localized moments at the iron positions, it is possible

to calcuJ-ate the dípolar contribution to the h¡rerfine field. The

atomic distribution of Kanematsu ïvas assumed and. the different fields

were calculated. for the different possible configurations of atoms on

the neighbouring sites. First, second and third nearest íron neigh-

bours were inc1ud.ed.. A change in the magnetic moment direction does

indeed produce a change in magnitúde of the dÍpolar fíe1d, but the
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field.s produced are at most a few kilo-oersteds and the changes are of

the same magnitude. The anisotropy of the h¡rerfine field is at least

anoorder of magniiltrïd.e greater than arSr contribution from the dÍpolar

field as seen in table 5.2.

The origin of the anisotropy is no doubt connected with the

crystalline anisotropy in general. Ad.opting the phenomenological ap,=

proach of Drijver d.eveloped. in section 5.1, we obtain the values of

(U^- )- for the three component speetra as shorirrn in table 5.2, by equatíng'-an'z
the change in hyperfine field to 3/2 (E^n)u. lllle are trnable to dåduce

values of ffierfine asymmetry parameter for the same reasons that measure-

ment below the Curie temperature did not 5rie1d a value of n for the

electric field gradient.

5.7 Distribution of atoms

Up to nolu, no specÍfic d.istribution of atoms has been assumed.

for the analysis of the ltfossbauer spectra. As described. in the first

chapter, there ïuas general agreement in the literature on the atomic

distribution until recently, when Daniels et a1" proposed that the

iron atoms be on three sites

The generally accepted d.istribution of atoms was first proposed

by Kanematsu. He assumedi,that the 2(a) sites were filled with iron

atoms, the 2(c) sítes with germanium atoms and the 2(d) sites contained

both iron atoms and vacancies in proportions depend.ing upon compoÈition.

Daniels, however, found that he was irnable to fit his Mössbauer

spectra usÍng this distributioncof atoms and he proposed a model in which

the 2(a) sites were stil1 completely filled with j-ron atoms but in which

the 2(d.) and 2(c) sítes contained i.ron, germanium and vacancies in varying
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I ..
l:1: -

Fi,:

I[yperfine field in kOe

TùIe 5.2

of the three component
kOe applied field.

spectra reduced to' zero

Measurement

0 kOe

30 kOe ( c-axis )

50 kOe ( c-axis )

Utl an

1r

2r3.7

256.2

257 .8

29

Y

L74.5

r99.6

200.3

I7

17

I

TT9.6

L35.2

L36.5

11

uB magnetic

z(¿)

0.97 kOe

0.49 kOe

momentsCalculated. values of dipolar field for

Spin Orientation 2(a)

c-axis 0.25 kOe

a-axis 0.51 kOe
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proportions. From the íntensities of the component spectra he obtains

the nr:mber of iron atoms on the 2(d) and the 2(c) sites for his fíve

samples as a function of compoÉition. The results show wideffluctuatíons

with compoé*tion. From the mrmber of iron atoms on each of the sites

he calculates the composition of the sample. Comparison with the

results of chemical analysis gives discrepancies which in two cases are

well outside his experimental error. Daniels d.oes not propose any

d.istributÍon for the germanium atoms over the two sites.

To test the validityof Danielst ffirothesi-s we can calculate the

expected intensíties for x-raydd.iffraction 1ínes, but first we have to

make some assumptions about the germanium atoms. X-ray diffractometer

intensities have been calculated assuming the following distributions

of germanium atoms:

ü0 Germanium atoms first fi-IL 2(c ) sites -

vacancies on 2(d ) sites.

iiQ Germanir.m atoms f irst fill 2(d ) sites -

vacancies on 2(c) sites.

iii) Germanium as equally distributed as possible.

iv) Vaoa:ireúes as equally distributed as possible.

The results are shor¡¡n in table 5.3 for a concentration of F"t.ógG"

together withtbhe calculated intensities assuming Kanematsurs distribution

of atoms. The measured intensities of Kanematsu (7) and Adelson and.

Austin (8) are also shown. On the basis of the:intensity of the {10.1}

ibine it can be concluded that Danielsr model islêess good a fit than

Kanematsurs mod.el .

.'. -:
f:.: .:.-:

:
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We will consider next the Mössbauer spectrarbutr before d.is-

cussing the application of Danielst model a brief description of his

results wil-l be given. Measurements were carried out at 77K¿ Un-

oriented absorbers were used for zero field. measurements an&,"magnetica11y

oriented. absorbers were used. with the easy magnetization direction

parallel to the y-rays in applied fields of I3.5 kOe also paral1e1

to the y-rays. !

His spectra are by inspection similar to our o\¡¡n, and. he

fi.tted. them assuming three component six-line spectra. Daniels $ives

the results of computer fíts for hyperfine fíeld., quadrupole splitting,

isomer shift, and. intensity of the component spectra. For the applied.

field measurements, the calcuJ-ated. canting angles for the three compon3ú

ents are alsog^$iven. It is noted. that there are discrepancies between

the isomer shíft for the zero field measurements and. that obtained. i.n an

applied field.

Daniels associates the three component spectra withtñhe three

crystallographic sites. He states that the iron atoms have spin I/2

on the 2(a) sites and spin 2 on the 2(c) a:ird 2(d) sites, but he does

not explain the origin of the different hyperfine fields at the 2(c)

and 2(d) sites. I/iie,must conclude that they are the result of differing

sunourâdiigg neighbours.

The neighbours of the three sites are shown in table 5.4. It

can be seen that the 2(c) sites and 2(d) sites are surounded by-tthe

neighbours geometrically arranged in the safne way. The nearest neigh-

bours of the 2(d) and hthe 2(c) sites are at distances of 2.32"L and
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TabLe 5.4

The neighbours of the three sites

: r.::::il

2(a)

2 2( a ) site s at 2.5I"L

6 2(d) site s ar 2.6/ri ¡,'.':''

6 2(c) site s ar 2.641 ''.:::r'j:

6 2( a ) sites at ir . OLÂ ; .,.',':

2(d)
o

3 2(e ) sites at 2.32A

6 2(a) sites at 2.6¿rl
6 2(d ) site s at 3.42i
6 2(a) sites ar 3.42"A

6 2(d) sites at 1..OlL

2(e)

3 2(d ) sites ar 2.32iÃ

6 2( a ) site s ar 2.64"A

6 2( c ) site s ar 3./r2"A

6 2( d ) site s at 3. /r2"Ã

6 2(c) sites at 4.01Ã

l::':: ::¡
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so we expect the t¡res of nearest neighbour atoms toi-1have a strong

influence on an atom on one of these sites. In particular welvould

expect the hyperfine field to be strongly effected. According to

Danielst results for a composition of F"1.6gG" there is a probability

of O.I75 that a 2(d) site will contain an iron atom and O.55 that

a 2(c ) sites will contain an j.ron atom. If ïve assume that there 
, 
is a

probability of O.55 that a 2(d) sites will contain a germaniurn atom

anð. O.45 that a e(c) Site will contain a germaniumatom, then the

probabilities of each different combination of nearest neighbours for

the two sites are shov¡n Ln tab]s 5.5. It can be seen that the distri-

butions are somewhat d.ifferent but there isn¡ro reason to suppose that

an iron atom on a 2(c) site with a certain combÍnation of nearest

heighbours will have a different ffilerfine field from another atom on

a 2(A) sites with exactlyl,the sane nearest neighbours. Thus there is

no reason to exþect that iron atoms on both¡ùhe 2(d) and the 2(c)

sites would give two distínct l\itrbssbauer spectra. fnstead, ïÌ¡e see

d.ifferent combinations havessignificant probabilities and. we would

expect to see several component spectra.

To conclud.e the discussi-on of Daniels model for the d.istribution

of iron atoms, his hypothesis appears unlíke1y from the x-Tay intensity

measurements and it does not seem to accoirnt satisfactorÍly for the

Mössbauer spectra.

According to Kanematsurs model, the íron atoms are only on the

2(d) and 2(a) sites, and we might expect to see only two component spectra.

Fatséas, however, proposed. that the observéd lVldssbauer epu-ftd be fiÈted

by consid.ering a random distribution of iron atoms and vacancies over

1..: ..1

lir:
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Table 5.5

Probabilities for different d.istributions of nearest neighbours

F"t.6gk using Da:rielsr distribution of iron atoms.

Vacaney

J

2

I

0

¿

I

U

1

0

U

Neighbor:rs

Iron Germanium

Probability
2(d) 2(c)

.o5r .oL5

,o33 .056

.007 .068

.000 .o28

.227 .083

.096 .202

.010 .r2¿,

.337 .L50

.o7r .184

.L66 .091

U

1

)

3

1

1

a

0

I

0

0

0

0

U

0

1

1

2

2

2
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the 2(d) sites. He had four samples and-irrmeasured lVbssbauer spectra at

room temperature. Unfortunately the mlnber of counts per charu:el is

rather small which for such complex sþectra makes it difficult to rpject

spurious fits. The h¡rerfÍne fields obtained are larger at the 2(d)

site than at the 2(a) site. They change by appuoximately 20 kOe and

10 kOe per neighbour, for the two sites respectively. Vilhen we applied.

Fatséas model to our spectra, satisfactory results weæe also obtained

but they differ in detail from the above.

The spectrum for F"1.62G" with an applied field ín the c-axis

gives better resolved component spectra than have prevíously been

available. The intensÍty of the ir:ner speetrum compardd with the com-

bined intensity of the outer two, $ives a ratio in agreement with the

ratÍo expected for the number ofiiron atoms rin the 2(a) síte to the

number on the 2(d) site from Kanematsuts d.istribution.

ft was possíble toffit this spectn:n with four component

spectra for the outside two lines with relative Íntensities given by

the binomial d.istribution for four atoms on six sites. This is what

is expected for the composition F"t.6ZG". The outermost component

spectrrim corresponds to 2(¿) atoms with six next-next-nearest neighbours.

The next component spectrum then corresponds to five and fewer neigh-

bours.

The agreement wÍth the measured spectrum can be seen in figr:re

5.1 and. is reasonably good. ït must be concluded that the d.istribution

of atoms of Kanematsu isnnot inconsistent with the data. The model of

Fatséas for h¡>erfine field.s gives consistent results but theycldiffer in

detail from these obtained from Fatséasr ovrn measurements.
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CONCLUS]ONS

It was at first suspected that the disparity among d.ifferent

published. results for the ß-phase of iron-germanium might be caused. by

different sample preparations. It was found that at high iion concen-

trations, a very rapid quench rate is required to obtain a single phase

The purity was checked using x-ray d.iffraction and it was also foirnd

that the ltilössbauer spectra themselves provided a sensitive method of

identifying sma1l concentrations of other phases.

The results obtained for the polycrystalline samples over a

wide temperature range were d.isappointing in that the large mrmber and.

linewid.th of the component spectra prevented a unique analysis even though

the statistics obtained ïuere very good.

The results obtained. with the single crystal were more conclusive.

IVlagnetization measurements were in agreement wíth those of Kanematsu (7)

even though he had used polycrystalline samples. TLre anisotropy con-

stant obtained. was in agreement wíth Tawara (t9) ¡ut reports of aniso-

tropy in the basal plane could. not be confirmed and no anisotropy in

the basal plane was observed when the original experiment was repeated.

Mössbauer absorbers were aligned with the c-axis in the absorber

plane and. a new techníque was used to align the e-axis perpend.icular to

the absorber plane. Spectra from the aligned absorbers gave some

important new information.

The application of a magnetic fíeld along the c-axis was found

to change the spin d.ireetion from the basal plane to the c-axis and. the

hyperfine field was found to d.epend upon the direction of magnetization.
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The magnitud.e of the anj-sotropic part of the hyperfine field was deterrnined..

The application of a magnetic field. along the c-axis gave a

considerable improvement in the resolution of the component spectra.

This was because different components had different isotropy. Ittldssbauer

spectra were also obtained above the Curie temperature and with an

applied field in the basal plane. A eonsistent interpretation of all

these spectra was obtained and values of isomer shift and electric

field. grad.ient obtained for the three contrlonent spectra.

It was found. that the ]vlossbauer resul-ts were consistent with the

atomic distribution of Kanematsu and with a distribution of hyperfine

fields determined by the neighbours of the iron atoms. Danielst model

for the distribution of atoms was rejected. on the basis of calculated

x-ray intensities and from an analysis of the expected lVlössbauer spectra

if the iron were on all three sites. A canted spin structure was found

to be ínconsistent with the Mössbauer spectra.

Experimentally, the problem might be pursued further by growing

single crystals with several different compositions. Measurements on

aligned. absorbers n+gÌtt then provide more conclusive erridence about the

distribution of atoms.

It would also be interesting to investigate theoretically the

origin of the anisotropic hyperfine field.

i1'''ri
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